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Stages in the Production of the English Plosives Consonants 
 

In order to produce a fully articulated plosive consonant, we usually go through the 
following three stages: 

 
1. The closing stage (or approaching stage). During this first stage, an active articulator 

moves towards a passive articulator, or two active articulators move toward each other, make a 
firm contact and close the air passage completely. This stage can be graphically represented as 
follows. 
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 The vocal cords vibrate if the plosive is voiced and occurs between other voiced sounds, as 
in adds [œÚdz9], labor ["leIb´r], lady ["leIdi], ago [´"g´U], husband ["høÚzb´nd9], Tuesday ["tÓu…zÆdeI]. 
If the voiced plosive is in word-initial position, the vocal cords do not vibrate yet. The soft palate 
is raised. 

 
   2. The hold stage (compression stage or stop stage). During this stage, the air stream is 

temporarily stopped, so air pressure builds up behind the closure. If we are producing a voiced 
plosive, the vocal cords continue vibrating if it is between other voiced sounds. If the plosive is in 
word-final position, the vocal cords will vibrate only in the first portion of this stage. If the 
plosive is word-initial, the vocal cords start to vibrate only in the last portion of this stage. In 
other words, the voiced plosive is partially devoiced, as in bay [b9eI], day [d9eI], go [g(oU], Bob 
[b9AÚb9], code [kÓoUd9], beg [b9eÚg(]. The hold stage can be graphically represented as follows. 
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   3. The  release stage (or explosion stage). During this stage, the speech organs separate 
abruptly and release the closure, thus allowing the compressed air to escape quickly with a slight 
plosion. If we are producing a voiced sound, the vocal cords continue vibrating if the plosive is 
between voiced sounds or if it is in word-initial position. If the plosive is in word-final position, 
the vocal cords do not vibrate, as in rob [rAÚb9], lad [lœÚd9], league [li…g(]. This stage can be 
graphically represented as follows. 
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  The three stages in the production of the English plosives can also be graphically represented 

as follows. 
 
 

Closing Stage Hold Stage Release Stage 
   
   
   
   

 
 
  The degrees of voicing of voiced plosives during each of the stages in their production can be 

represented as follows. 
 
                

 Closing Stage Hold Stage Release Stage 
Word-initially or in 

contact with a 
voiceless consonant 

   

    
Between Voiced 

Sounds 
   

    
Sentence-finally or 
in contact with a 

voiceless consonant 

   

 
Note: A straight line (          ) means no vibration of the vocal cords; a wavy line (      ) means 

vibration of the vocal cords. 
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  Besides the stages described above, Peter Roach (l983) says there is a fourth stage, which he 
calls the post-release stage, during which aspiration occurs (in the case of voiceless plosives). 

 
 
The release stage of the English plosives 

 
  Sometimes, the release stage of the English plosives may not be made or heard. Likewise, 

the release stage is not always oral. In either case, voiceless plosives are not aspirated. Following 
are four of the main ways the release stage can take place in English. 

 
  a) No audible release in word-final position. In word-final position, the closing stage is 

maintained and the air pressure becomes weak, so that the release stage is made by a gentle, 
delayed and relatively inaudible opening of the oral passage. When this happens, the noise burst 
(i.e., the plosion) is lost; and if the plosive is voiceless, there is no aspiration. In this case, voiced 
and voiceless plosives are distinguished from each other mostly by the length of the preceding 
vowel: the vowels are relatively shorter before voiceless consonants and relatively longer before 
voiced consonants. Examples: mop [mApâ], mob [mAÚb9], maid [meId9], mate [meIÚtâ], clock [kl9Akâ], 
clog [kl9AÚg(]. 

 
Gimson (1970) says that the inaudible release of word-final plosives is an optional feature of 

colloquial English. 
 

  b) No audible release before other plosives or affricates. When a plosive occurs before 
another plosive (either forming a word-final cluster or between words) or before an affricate, the 
release stage is not made (and consequently not heard) because the closing stage for the second 
plosive or the affricate is made before the release stage of the first plosive. For example, notice 
what happens when the sounds [p] and [t] of the word hoped [hoUÚpt] are pronounced.  This case 
can be graphically represented as follows. 

 
   [p]                [t(] 

Closing Stage Hold Stage Closing Stage Hold Stage Release Stage 
     
     
     
     

 
 

  In other words, if the first plosive is voiceless, it has no aspiration. Examples: act [œkt], apt 
[œpt], bedtime ["b9eÚd9ÆtÓaIm], begged [b9eÚgd9], big boy ["b9IÚg \ bOI], defect [d9I"fekt], midday 
["mIÚdÆdeI], object (n.) ["AÚbdZIkt], picture ["pÓIktS´r], structure ["st®9øktS´r], stop chain ["stApÆtSeIn], 
subject (n.) ["søÚbdZIkt], tugged [tÓøÚgd9], white church ["waIÚt \ tS‰…rtS], worked [w‰…rkt], wrecked 
[rekt]. 

 
  c) Lateral release. When  the  plosive is  followed by a lateral (usually word-finally), its 

release is lateral because one or both sides of the tongue is lowered to allow the air to escape, 
while the contact of the center of the tongue with the alveolar ridge or the soft palate is 
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maintained (cf. Gimson 1970).  Examples: apple ["œp:]̀, bottle ["b9At:̀], bubble ["b9øÚb:`], buckle 
["b9øk:`], bugle ["b9ju…g:̀], cattle ["kÓœt:̀], couple ["kÓøp:̀], ladle ["leId:̀], little ["lIt:̀], middle ["mIÚd:̀], 
muddle ["møÚd:̀], poodle ["pÓu…d:̀], struggle ["st®9øÚg:̀], toddle ["tÓAÚd:̀]. 

 
 

  d) Nasal release. When a plosive is followed by a word-final nasal (usually syllabic and 
homorganic with the plosive), the oral closure is retained but the release of the air is done through 
the nasal passage, which is opened by the lowering of the soft palate for the production of the 
nasal. Examples: bacon ["b9eIÚkn`], button ["b9øtǹ],  certain  ["s‰…rtn]̀,  chutney  ["tSøtni], cotton 
["kÓAtn`],  happen  ["hœpm̀]  (in  some  contexts),  hidden ["hIÚdǹ],  madness  ["mœÚdnIs],  organ  
["O…rgǹ],  submerge [s´b"m‰…rd°Z(], ribbon ["rIÚbm̀] (in some contexts), topmost ["tÓApÆmoUÚst], I can 
go ["aI kN` \  goU]. If the plosive is voiceless, it has no aspiration. 

 


